
WordPress + Elementor Developer.

Develop and customize WordPress websites using Elementor
page builder.
Implement responsive design principles to ensure optimal
viewing experience across different devices.
Conducted thorough testing and debugging to ensure websites
functioned properly across different browsers and platforms.
Provided ongoing support and maintenance for client websites.
Stayed up-to-date with the latest design trends, plugins, and best
SEO practices.
Collaborate with project managers, and other developers to
deliver high-quality projects.

Hubster Media, Jul 2023 - Present

WordPress Developer + SEO Specialist.

Develop and maintain WordPress websites for clients.
Integrated various plugins, including WooCommerce, to enable e-
commerce functionality on client websites.
Implement SEO best practices to improve website ranking.
Collaborated with the design team to ensure accurate
implementation of visual elements and branding guidelines.
Conducted quality assurance testing to identify and fix any issues or
bugs in the websites.
Assisted in website maintenance tasks, including plugin updates and
content management.

Growth Web Design, Jan 2022 - Dec 2022

WordPress Developer/Designer.

 Develop and maintain WordPress websites for clients.
 Implement SEO best practices to improve website ranking.

UpWork, Jan 2023 - Jun 2023

Coder House
Web development, 2023

EDUCATION

ABOUT ME
Highly skilled and experienced WordPress
developer with over 2 years of experience

in creating and customizing WordPress
websites. Strong ability to analyze client

requirements and translate them into
technical specifications. Adept in working
with clients and collaborating with teams

to achieve project objectives.

CONTACT INFO
Phone: (+54) 3415767288

Mail: nicolasmricobelli@gmail.com
Portfolio: nicolasricobelli.com

Universidad Tecnologica Nacional
Software Engineer, 2021 - Present

Colegio San Bartolome
Bachellor of Economy, 2020

WORK EXPERIENCE

 Proficient in WordPress, Elementor Pro and Flexbox Containers.
Knowledge of HTML and CSS.
WooCommerce setup, payment gateway and shipping
configuration.
Experience with design tools such as Figma.
Understanding of responsive design and mobile optimization.
Excellent proficiency in plugins for handling dynamic information
and Custom Post Types, such as Crocoblock.
Knowledge of SEO best practices and implementing them in
WordPress websites.
Excellent communication and teamwork skills.
English level - Advanced / Spanish - Native.

SKILLS

NICOLAS
RICOBELLI
J U N I O R  W E B  D E V E L O P E R


